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Abstract
. T

This study, investigated whether test .anxiety affcte

performance because:- 1) examination stess interfered

with retrieval of previously learned material;' or, 2)

learning was less ,thorough. Results, iit84,initial

indicated significant negative .correlations with

,acquisition .indices and-partially supported a retrieval

deficit.. Suggestions.f0 furthr research are made.

s
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The debilitating 4ffetts of anxiety on acajiemic performance-

have been frequently supported. This study was undertaken to\

define more- clearly the relationship between anxiety'and the,

mechanism for retrieving infotmation fiom long term memory in an

educational context.

Explanations for the reduced performance by anxious

individuals include an interference model and a study skills
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r
deficit The interference model posits thSt anxiety

,

,
. , .

produce task-irrelevant

These re $pon'ses interfere
. e.

the.'effbciivenessiwith which ,prior learning is retrieved, hence,
Nat.

the negative relationship between anxiety and test performance

(Wine, 19411; Sarason, .1972) . The study skills deficit model

holds that highly anxious students freauently. have -poorer study

responees. in. -the testir

with task-relevant responses

situation._

and r,,,educe

.

shills '.than low anxious students and that the effect of these

study kills is reduced initial,learning, finally reflected in

e .

test.results (Desiderato & Koskinen, 1969; Wittmaier, 1972) .

Sarason (1972) suggested that the debilitating 4ffects of

anxiety in testing .situations. were' a function of-anxiety's

.interference with cognitive processes, i.e., -high levels of

anxiety_ lead to task-irrelevant responseS, which in4bit

4

itask-relevan& responses. Wine (1971, 198Q) has identified

direction of attention _as a majdr-factor in anxiety's effect on

test scores. Wine contends that the attention bf highly anxious

individuals in an evaluative situation' is 'divided' between

task-relevant (answering questions) *and task-irrelevaht

responses (worrying). Those' who ,experience high .levels of

anxiety g&ve ,a" significant portion of theie a
\vtention

'to

task-irrelevant responses. With only a,- .small p'wion of their k

attention available for task-relevant responsesi their ..test
-) v - . .

perforwandk .is Aeprgssed. Work by Morris stabd Iiebert (1970)

provides. evidence that supports Wine's analysis. In .examining

the emotional sand cognitive (worry) aspects of anxiety, Morris

S



ana Liebe.0 found` a strong negative relationshi

and academic perfarmance.

between 'worry

Tobias (1977,1979) proposed a model for research directed

towards identifying the effedts of anxiety on leaping at each
o

'of three information prate'ssing st ages. He contends that

anxiety's effect on learning must, occur through its impacting on

*4' r the cognitive processes. that lead to learning. That is, anxiety

may interfere with the pre-prodesiiag or input of information; 'A'

the processini and storage of information, or the

post-processing or retrieval of' informatiom from fang term

memory. This study attempts to clarify the' post-processing

effect of anxiety.

The study skills deficit model is based oi! research

4K. 1 - indicating that high anxious students have poorer study skills

than low anxious students. For eiample, Desiderato and Koskinen

(1969) .found that',, /hile high anxiety was associated with low

grades, high anxious students had poorer study skills -than: low

anxious studettb. In addition; the quality of study habits and

-amount, of/Studying time were positively related to academic

performance. They concluded that defective study skills

accounted for'poor academic performancenot anziefy. Lin and
- . 6

. dcKeachie .(1970) also found' differences between high and low

e .

anxious students in ability and study habits.
*

Wittmaier (1972) examined the effects of both debilitating

and facilitating anxiety on academic performance. He found that

students with low. levels of debilitating auziety have better

O



study - habits than their high anxious counterparts, and avoid

delaying academic tasks. Wh concluded -that pre-exam test
..

,

%anxiety is partially -the- cause of and partially tit; effect of

.ineffective study habits.- Mitchell and ANg, (1972) -reacted '

.
.

similar conclusions in their. Istudy... hu411:ar .(1970) found

differences in levels of organizing, information forrhigt-and low
, I

anxious/students. -As a result, he states that deficits in free '
,..

recall for high, anxious students'. a' function, shallow
, .

,

encoding at acquisition, 1..

04
. . ,

_____--

Holroyd, Westbrook, W91f;and.Bodhorn (1978) and Culler"and

.1 (1980): also questioned. the -'interference model.. : Thee
, .

.Holahan.
.

authors Itudi4d the. role of intellectual .abilit and studi.
r ,

. .
.. .11

.

habits, for high and low anxious .students., Ite
/. .e

4 dOnclud4d -that,

.
.

.
.

II. _. 5'. .'

high anxious students, are right to be .anxious because, they have

not :learned the material well. While they agree tLt. high
.

anxiety precedes and is'Acelate'd to poor performaOce,' they assert

that this situation occurs because., poor abilita leads to, high

anxiety.

Benjamin, McKeachie, Lin, and .Holinger 2:(1981) used an

information- processing model to explain performance deficits of

high test anxious students vis-,a-vis problems in .;encoding,
. .-

organization, and/or retrieval of information in a`. testing

situation. While they found evidence of an encoding' deficit far.''.

high'anxious students a retrieval deficit was Aupported as

well.

r
-

In, order to make statements about the effects of anxiety on
5

4,
.

4

O
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x

.rettieVing .inf ormation, it would see epseigial ).4etertine how .;

li,1.-
, a .

.
st ^,

0
, 0:\

much a student-hes learned tdfore, debating' the presence 9,Ef

, . ..
.A .

,absence oI interference' in the retrieval ?f that piiorcleEThing.
. ,

i, .

'This . study has' to assess I'stadenttb learning at
" \

1 .acquisition aeld iheu Ao deteimilie . d he t he r the retrieval of

, t -..._ ' --,- \--I.,.'.
previously' mastere4 matarial was affected lay test anxiety.

i :_.,,tfri , ,._

tt

.

Subjects '\ e
.

a
,,----)

students in four' sdctiais of an idttoductper 'educational
i

:
Irt Ix

,

psychology course 4- City College of firw, Yorkrserved as subjects
A. a

) ' I..

,in. this. 'StudI!. 4 tetal= of 84 studenfis, 64 females find 20 males ,
.

'this;
. -

.-.
.

- Were' 1volved. The -Same instructor, taught sections.

ev-
.

.

tgethod

t ,

Procedure 4t., ***

-.

A.
The Test Anxiety cal (5arason, 1972) ,.was administered

4 I

first." one week lateit students beg'an to0view a total of sir
a

. audiovisual 'modules that -'"covered o' sections, of he course ..

(

material. Each moduie- lasted approkimitely 35,,minutes. The

top' cs 'covered were: a. an 'iheroduction to indivIdialited

, instru

t1 uses

tion; b. programaked tnetruation; c. gin introduction to

of, computers ''tin educatiOn; d. coliouter assisted

n ;:_e. the theory of Kurt Lewin; and, f. transfer and,i'nstructi
.

its impor ance in qducatibh.

a



The studentaHmee inforked. that they Were 'involved

evaluating ptoposed modules for a planned individualization of
.

the Coursethey were taking. They were also told that, while

.tle .pre- and- post-tests on the modules.were.to determine the

effectivenbss of the madules,^they would be tes ted .later on'- the

materials presented and that their gtadeg on the_ modules yould

, account for 25% of their grade in:the course:

The mules were viewed at one week intervals auring six

separate two-hour class meetings. The procedure for each module
. . . ,

, -
.-N

.

was the_ same. .Vpre-test,was given immediately,,preceding the

module.' The- instructor told the s-tudents: -,RYou dare not

expected to know the answers to all these questions. We would
C

juste like to find) out how .much -information is actually being
-

communicated L6, these tapes-IthatIs why' we vduld like to know. if.

-yoiulre Familiar with the mat6rIal
4
before you see the tape." The

' #Ary7Emoilonali, Scale (Liebert 6 Morris, 1967) was then

'administered. Students were asked toy answerthe questions in

'terms of how. they felt while they were taking the' test. The

module was then shown, on :either one or -tiip television screens

'which all students could'see. There was sufficient liihttin the

rooms for 'note-taking if the students desired to do so. The

post-test, which was identical to the pre-test was then given;

after which the ferry-Emotidtiality Scale was administered once

again: The'answers to all of the questions on the test-were

'then disCsu4sed in.tie class session. .s

One week after the Aixth module had been completed, a

- *
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summati've test was givet. ''her ,gaestions,...okAgis test Were
-.

identicea to those on the pre- and post-tests. Immediately

0 .

before taking the test, the students irre told by 'the

instructor: "This"This test is extremely.impOrtantw In the past, we
, 4 ..

have found that studente who do not grasp this material dci

poorly ,
, in this course." 'After completing the testf the

Worry-Emotionality Scale was administered for the final%tillie.

Results
S./

A correlation matrix for all variables was ,calculated

Pre-.test, postrtest, delayed .post .-test ,scores, 4nd, tlree,
,-

additional'retrleval varlables were2/74zaained in 'terms of their

relationshiii to test anxiety sceele#Cores. The additionirt' additio
- ,

,. .
.

iariable' calcdlat4d ,'was -the. [water, of questions, answered

.

...,
.

.

incorrectly on. the pre -test that had been answered correctly on"

. the' post -.teste but. incorrectly on the/ delayed post-test

(minus -plus -- inus).. The 'second comparisOnf(pins-plasrm4,nus) was
.

!

'.:ilie.number 'of questions.answered correctly 'on'both the pre -test

and the post 7test-. that- had been answered eincorrectly on the

'delayed poSt-test. The thircteconparisowAminus-miaus-plus) - was'

the number of Auestions answered. incorrectly on 'boil the

pre-test, and poit-test that had beenanswered correctly on the.

delayed'post-test.
I

All correlations between the test anxiety scar scores and

pre-test scores oh fte. siz modules 'were hegative./
1

Tour, Of these.;
.

v
t

.

7



o

correlattons were significant. (See, Table 1.) 6orrelationsr,

:between-aniietyadd post-test scores -indicated there jtere

significant negative relationships between these variables for

five' of the six modules. (See Table 2.) Delayed post-test

scpres were also negatively cortelated with'anxietyrior foui.Of

-the modules. (See Table 3.)

A significant relationship was foUnd between
0

and the retrieval- variable plus-plus-minus.- No , sucl)

relatidnship ias, found between test . anxiety and the

minus7plds-minus retrieval variable. _The. positive. Correlation

test anxiety,

,

indicates' that high anxious student4 answered more questions.

incorrectly than did low. anxious students, even when. they dada
. - . .. ,

.answered- the same'questkoncorrectly twice before. Surprising
., .i, ° I

.
,

..-

. results were found for the -*third 2.rettleval ..variable,
i .

.,,,

minus-minus-plus. °There was a signific iant'cdrrelatio4 bekween. ,

,_ .4 .- '
N-.

,this variable,*land Anxiety, suggesting that high Liitious.studetts
. ..

-

more

. #
, . -...

.

answered significantly more' questkonS-c
/0rrectly ,that they had

, i s

answered incorrectly ,twice before than ;di lowianious students.

(See Table.fi.)

DisCussion

6

In this study, ,the classical .finding that -anxiety

interferes with meaning e1 learning from instruction has been

replicated. In general, test anxiety was negatively related4,in,, "
fit ve of six correlations, to immediate post-test -scores.

.%

it
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Furtheriore, test anxiety wds also 'negatively related t deialw

post-test scores in .four of six ..correlatiOlig.

. The 'reiationship betieen anxiety and ,retrieval,, however,=%.

ta 1 t 0
. m

remains unclear. In the too rerlatiOnships aining the

,Icorrelation between anxiety and scores that had Ubeen positive

immediately after acquiSition, and negative I on the delayed

post-,teAt, only one was significant. ft ,vill be recalled, that

these were the principal measu s Of retrieval of previously

learned' material from liing term memdry. These rests suggest

that differences in performancecSettieen -' high -.anxious . and! low
.,,..

i

anxious. students ..are more likely to be significant when the .

-.. ., t

/
learged material ist,highlt faMitiar; that is, items '. which 'were

.

. 1

passed- both on :pre-test NO amediate post-test and -failed

thereafter. The second retrieval scoiep minus-plusminus; . was

.

/' .

composed of lesb familiar material, ..and per aps was. :pootly

retrieved
..
t4c,

.
use' of its relative unfamiliarity./

-77.
,

t,.; Ai signi icant,telationship:,,was found betVe/een anxiety ,
and

-
min Us-cars- pl At first glance, it' would. /sees -from' this

. ,U

finding that, high anxiety faciated improvement in testcore.

It Id possible that thobe students were highly anxious

, studied morq_or took more notes after the initial post-leSt than
:

1. ' - .

low anxious students, leading .to OasBing some items railed on
4/ 1..

both the pre- and- immediate pOst-tests: - ''

.
P .

.:
. .-

The variable results; for _the different retrieval ; indices
. .

may . also ' be 'a functioh of reliability. The three retrieval
.., . .

sqprei a are discrepancy. sCores, 14e,, score changes -- from one
-... e 4.

, 1



a i i;

Atesting_t another. Lt is well known of course, that such data

f
are less reliable than the, original scores on which they were

basest (TI'orndike, 1963). .,Measurement error'maye therefore have

contributed to the'variable findings
V

iodic S.

n this study, thee immediate post -test results had been

conceptualized as acquisition' data retrieved frok students'

working memory. the delayed poSt-test, on the other /and, had

been conceptualized as retrieval ofpreviousl acquired material

from long tergmemory. The variability In the :results sugg4tts,

however, that different -processes may have been operating.

for the three 'retrieval

Students received the imAediate post-test' shoitly after -the
,f4

# .p, 4 .
o

completion .of 'a m u.l*. Soie of the post -test items may have

r-`referred to materAl early in .the module, and 'therefore, dealt

/with content histulents had learned ark. ouch.as ,35 minutes
1

. ,

earlier. Clearly,'inoteris-of he _processe#_involved,the_score

n the immediate post-test was Licit only reflective of retrieval.
.

.-- from, -intermediate term _memor 1. Some' lAms were probably

Areasures of retrieval trom latg,term:4 memory,) at two different-
1 / ` . _

i;bints ilk-time, i.e., at imbeeic.eta andde4a4e
i

post-testing.

These results suggest that the evaluaiiakof the effect of

anxiety t .2

anxiety on retrieval from long term -memory:requAres clear cut

-Acquisition data obtained before studedti have the opPortunity
ff

to store the results of learning in long term memory. possible

alternatives for the prCcedures.used din the present experiment

Soul& be to compare students' performance on adjunct questions

-



administered 'immediately after text paragraphs that _they, hive
.

1

mastered, and their peiformance ,ou similar guestions.

. the codplietion of the module or sd eatiae,administerq

thereafter.-

or'



Table pren test. Means, Standard Deviations,
/and

,
Correlations with .Test Anxiety

.Mod-ule 1 Module _2
x 5.88 1.91

sd 1.67 . '1.20
n 70
r -.10.39* < -0.12,

Module 3
1.85
1.35
64

-0.32*'

Module .4
2.06.
1.49

69
-0.28*

Module S Miadule 6 Total
2.26 2.21 2:93
1.0p ,9.96

61 62 78
-0.07 -0.21* -0.35*`

Table 2. Post-test -Means, Standard_Deviations,
and ;Correlattions with Test Anxiety

Modn.le Module 2 Module 3 Module
x

sd
n
r

7.97
. 2.29'

. '0.37*

6.22
2.36.

66
-0.36*

5.92
2.23

66'
-0.28*

4,33
*2.45

70
-0.38*

Table

\

x
sd

r

,

Module 5
5.41°-
1.62'

65
- 0.07

Module 6 Total
5.58 5.95 -

1.93 1.64
64

-0.23* '=0.40*

Delayed Post-test Means, Standard Deviations,
old Correlations with -Teat Anxiety

Module 3' Module-4 Module 5'',Module 1 Module '2
9.'32 6.92
1.81 2.48

73 .,73
-0.2$* -0:24*

Table
.de

sd.

'5.10 6.20
'2.25 2.0

73 .73. :

-0.04 70.28*-

6.44
1.70
,423

4O,,253*
.

-

4. Comparison Means, Standard,-Doviaon5;
and Correlations with,Te`st Anxiety'

J'

Module. 6 Total
6.09 , 6.68,
2.00 .1.59

7J j 73
-0:414 -0.28*

C.S.

Minus°Plus-Minus
4.30
2.70
11

0. 13

-Plu
\

-1Plifs-Midus
0.98
1.05

73
0.22*-

Minus-Minus-P1us'
9.37.
405. .

0.33.

0 .7

0



ootnote

This, paper vas presented at the Fourteenth Annual Convocation

of the Wortheastern Educational Research Association, October
.,7

26,-2841983, in Elienville,. N.Y.
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